A certain type of extinct volcanoes called Kimberlite pipes [27] have been suggested by Colin Froaggatt and myself [2] as well as by Mariusz Paszkowski and Jerzy W. Mietelski[1] to be the result of the impact of some "mysterious" material of some type invented by high energy physicists, such as strangelets [49] , or our own new phase etc. . We estimate crudely the needed energy to produce a kimberlite pipe volcanoe as well as the number of them having appeared on earth. The density of the material in the outer space needed for the production of the kimberlite pipes is in this way estimated to be not far off order-of-magnitudewise from the density of dark matter in the galaxy arround the solar system as estimated astronomically.
Introduction
That the idea, that the Kimberlite pipe volcanoes [27] should have been caused by some impact from outer space, is not completely crazy might be evidenced from that it not only C.D.Froggatt and me [2] , who have this thought, but also Paszkowski and Mietelski [1] , who consider this possiblity and find it viable.
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On the figure here you see a big hole a round a lake characteristic of a kimberlite pipe volcanoe [27] .
Here above is a more symbolic drawing of a kimberlite pipe volcanoe.
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And here one sees, that such pipe is used for diamond mining.
There is large hole in the scale of masses [47] where one tends to forget to look for dark matter particle mass:
between
• The largest mass producable by LHC, say 10TeV ≈ 10 −20 g = 10 −23 kg, and
• the smallest mass visible by gravitational lensing [50] -when passing in th way for the light from behind -of the order of 1/3 moon mass ≈ 2 * 10 22 kg hopes have been mainly black holes and interest relatively little. We shall find by Kimberlite pipes a mass m ≈ 3 * 10 8 kg ! Have in mind that the mass of the single dark matter particle has no influence on the large scale flow behavior and gravitational effects; only the dark matter density matters at the large scales of length where the observation astronomically take place
Estimate
Estimate, Dark matter Energy Matches that Needed for Kimberlite Pipes
A lower bound for making a kimberlite pipe would seem to be that there should be at least enough energy to lift the material from the mantle/the deep(below the crust) up to nearer to the earth surface. Some energy delivered must be lost by being conducted as heat out into the rock. But still Number of clusters kimberlite pipes found/exposed in Canada:
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2)
The by Colin Froggatt and me estimated probability for a kimberlite pipe (or a cluster of them) to be by accident not covered by sediments, so that it can be found -this is a very crude estimate, to which we may return-:
More Numbers from which to Estimate
Existence or life time of the earth -time during which the impacts of CUDOs may have taken place: l = "earth life time" ≈ 4 * 10 9 years = 31536000s * 4 * 10 9 ≈ 1.2 * 10 17 s, (3.4) Typical diameter of the deep part of the kimberlite pipe d ≈ "a few to a dozen m" ≈ 5m, (3.5) Hight of the earth suface over "some place deep in the mantle" 
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Yet some Numbers for Estimate
Density of the material making up the crust and mantle of earth which is to be replaced by the kimberlite in the impact happening:
Velocity relative to the earth of a dark matter object from the halo or, that has been caught by the solar system, wiehgted crudely with the relative probability of these two possibilities:
Let us also introduce a symbol ζ for the fraction of the energy of an impact CUDO being in reality used for the very pumping up of the kimberlite-material from the mantle defth to closer at at the surface of the earth, say:
Estimating the Mass of Dark Matter Ball / CUDO in Two ways
First we estimate -very crudely -the mass m (called then m| pipe ) from the energy needed to lead to the pumping up from the mantle defth -say h = 500km -of the material -the kimberlite materialforming a pipe of diameter of the order of d = 5m say:
= 375 * 10 14 kg 4/10 * 10 10 (3.14)
≈ 10 7 kg = 10 4 ton (3.15)
Next we estimate the same dark matter ball mass m from the density of dark matter in the solar neighborhood taken to be ρ DM = 1GeV /cm 3 as supposed from astronomy, now called m| DMdensity , The kimberlite pipe is seen to broaden out near the top where it passes the earth surface to a diameter of "several hundred meters", so we should rather use the diameter to be d ≈ 500m than the diameter d ≈ 5, which is more relevant for the deep inside earth part of the kimberlite pipe, and that would increase the estimate of the volume of material lifted by a factor (500/5) 2 = 10000. But then we would have to take into account that the broad part of the kimberlite pipe only goes down about 1.5km to 2 km, thus we should replace the factor h = 5 * 10 5 m by only 1.5km = 1.5 * 10 3 m, which is 300 times smaller. By this correction we would get m pipe ≈ 3 * 10 8 kg = 3 * 10 5 ton (3.21)
We indeed estimate with hight of the thick part of the pipe h ′ ≈ 1.5km, while material is pumped from the defth h ≈ 500km and diameter of this thick part being d ≈ 500m: On the whole earth it were claimed that c earth = 6400 kimberlite pipes had been found(rather than our number c = 30 for Canada, which has an area 50 times smaller). Including a factor 1 4 for the probability of the area being turned in the right direction for being hit as if perpendicularly the quarter of the surface area is 
Conclusion Concerning the Posibility of the Kimberlite Pipes found on Earth could be Dark
Matter Caused
• Within our very crude estimates the energy density astronomically found for dark matter fits well with the amount of energy estimated to be needed to produce the kimberlite pipes found geologically on earth(assuming a typical halo velocity 200 km/s for the speed of the objects).
• The mass of the individuel dark matter particles associated with this fit is m DMdensity ≈ m pipe ≈ (3to4) * 10 5 ton.
• The average time interval between impacts of dark matter on land is 
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Even if it were of the maximal size if the pipe should be only say 5 m in diameter meaning 5 m, then it would be 700000 times smaller than the moon -which has -12.6th magnitude, but 10 times longer away, so it would be of of 21st magnitude most optimisticly. But more like as in our more concrete model of cm-size pearls they have 28th to 29th magnitude. Hubble could (goes to 30th magnitude[48])in the deepest field search, but could not find it.
Big Bang Time Production of Machroscopic WIMPS
What Could Such Dark Matter in Clumps of 3 * 10 5
Ton be?
• Presumably composite objects of many particles held strongly together somehow ?!
• "New Physics Stuff" or made from usual baryons electrons etc.?
• If usual baryons etc., it must be packed in a form unaccessible to the BBN(=Big Bang Nuclear Synthesis) processes;otherwise the predictions from BBN of light isotope abundances would be disturbed.
Generally Such New Matter Phases must be Isolated from BBN to not Disturb
Both quark nuggetts and strangeletts are made from quarks -meaning at the end ordinary matter -so they should be already in a form before say the Universe of the order of 1/10 to 1/100 s old have come into a form that does not interact (normally) with the other nucleons in the era of the Big Bang Nuclear synthesis, because otherwise the production of the abundances of light elements such as helium and lithium and isotopes deuterium etc. would not fit to give η -meaning the ratio of baryons to photons -matching with only the normal matter, but rather a bigger η-value.
Our own Model of a 6 top + 6 anti top Bound State Phase
Looking very abstractly on it there is not much difference between the quark-nuggetts, the strangeletts, and our own picture with a new type of vacuum characterized by a boson condensate of a speculated very strongly bound state of 6 top + 6 anti-top quarks a buble of which is then filled by very compressed ordinary matter: All these models mean that the dark matter consists a quarks( ≈ ordinary matter) in a very condenced phase.
Then it can • 1. Be kept so strongly bound that it does not interfere in BBN.
• 2. and that it does neither interact much with gas in the gallaxy ( when have the huge clumps the quarks or nucleons hides each other from the interactions with light and matter; only the relatively few surface quarks may interact.
A Problem ?:
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One can presumably tune the parameters, but would it not be more likely if the to-be-dark-matter phase is formed to get almost all matter made into dark matter before the BBN ? We[2] -C. D. Froggatt and I -has it basically all got into the dark matter pearls; but then the helium inside the pearls fusion to heavier elements and by the heat produced nucleons are expelled to become the ordinary matter.
Conclusion
• The very thin piped volcano type called Kimberlite pipes -which are a bit of a mystery -can be explained as due to dark matter impact.
• The estimated density of dark matter needed to fit the Kimberlite pipes agrees crudely remarkably well with the order of magnitude of dark matter density observed astronimically by its gravitation!
• The proposals such as quark nuggetts, strangeletts, or our own bound state condensate with ordinary matter filling are all basically new/speculated phases of ordinary matter.
• The new phase has to be "finished" before BBN, but that is possible ...
• In our own model a fusion explosion predicts a very good ratio of dark to normal matter. 
Picture of the Estimates
